ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Motivating Factors for this Work
Computer Network Management is traditionally done by using a centralized NMS (Network Manager System).It constantly checks for Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security, called 'FCAPS' monitoring, defined by ISO-OSI as the five pillars in the framework of Network Management [3] . SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is the most popular protocol used in such a centralized NMS. It uses polling between the Manager and Managed nodes. It is a Client-Server approach where each poll is actually a RPC (Remote Procedure Call) from the Manager Node to the remote SNMP Agent at the Managed Node.
Way back in 1996, James White [2] introduced MA (Mobile Agents) as a strategy for distributed applications. MA is a program, which migrates from host to host in a computer network. The interest in MA as a design paradigm for NMS seems to have dwindled over the past decade [1] , with the number of research groups working on MA related research topics becoming smaller. There are a number of reasons [5] for this apparent decline in MA research activity, the most prominent being security concerns. As a stand-alone technology, MA seems to have lost out due to lack of trustworthiness, caused due to many NMS approaches that require 'Resident Agents' [6] [7] [8] which stay permanently at the Managed Node. In this paper, we address this concern in our framework by using a strategy called 'Do 'n' Die' that eliminates the need for resident agents. Thus, the focus of this research work is to effectively project the need to revive the need to employ Intelligent Mobile Agent technology for managing distributed networks.
Today SOA(Service Oriented Architecture) is a fast emerging successor of the Object Oriented and Distributed Object Oriented paradigms. WS(Web Services) Technology, is an implementation of the SOA Model [9] . Since 'The Web' today is omnipresent, 'Web Services', which are Services offered on the Web, enable ubiquitous as well as distributed processing.
Both Mobile Agents and Web Services are Distributed Computing paradigms, and are well suited for a domain such as NM (Network Management) which is innately distributed in nature. Though there is a lot of published research material available, where Web Services and Mobile Agents are used independently for NM, there is very few research outcomes published which focuses on the convergence of these two technologies. There is a scarcity in published research work, where quantifiable, measureable benefits of this convergence, when applied to Network Management are shown. This paper, therefore aims to fill that void. Here, we propose a framework, where Mobile Agents are applied for Web Services Based Network Management.
Paper Contributions
This paper presents the architecture details of a framework we have developed called 'Net Patrol' that uses an AWS(Agent based Web Services) Oriented technique for Network Management. Experiments were conducted to measure the Response Time and Size of Data of 'Net Patrol', while using WSes with MAs as well as SNMP. The HF(Health Functions) computed were Throughput and Bandwidth Utilization. For all the HFs, we measured the time it took for 'Net Patrol's WSes with plain SNMP and that with MA to retrieve the desired result. With these quantitative measurements, we argue that MA is a technology, which can be seamlessly integrated with Web Services and employed for Network Management. We propose that it needs to get back its deserved place as a technology which augments remote Network Monitoring and Management, thus enabling pervasive and distributed computing.
Paper Overview
There are a total of 10 Major Sections in this paper, including this Introduction Section. The Section 2 titled A Journey into the NM Approaches of the past two decades, shows the evolution of technologies for Network Management in the last 20 years. This is followed by the next five major parts of this paper that summarizes the design, implementation and results of 'Net Patrol' in the Sections called Architecture of 'Net Patrol', Framework Realization Phases, Tools Used, Experiments Performed, Results and Analysis. These are followed by the Related Work Section that provide a comprehensive survey of the existing published research outcomes in the field of NMS since 1995, covering the Mobile Agent and Web Services Based approaches. This is followed by the Conclusion, Future Work Sections that summarizes the research contributions of 'Net Patrol' and gives an insight into our research directions, respectively. Lastly, the Acknowledgement Section, gives an insight into the 'Net Patrol' prototype demonstrations so far, thanking the people and organizations who have helped us.
A JOURNEY INTO THE NM APPROACHES OF THE PAST TWO DECADES
This Section looks at the evolution of Network Management System(NMS) approaches, frameworks and technologies over the last 20 years. 
Remote Invocation Approaches
There exist two different ways of performing remote invocations, namely: a) Performing the invocations on managed objects via an Agent: Manager-Agent Model b) Performing the invocations directly to the managed objects through Distributed Object or Service Interface Model.
The taxonomy for the Manager-Agent Model covers OSI-SM, SNMP, COPS-PR, WBEM and NetConf, while that of the Distributed Object/Service interface model include CORBA, JRMI and Web Services. The latter assumes that individual managed objects are modelled as distributed objects or service interfaces. The Manager-Agent Remote Invocation stream has:
• OSI-SM (OSI System Management): This is a standardized solution that were deployed and used in the real world in telecommunications environments.
• COPS-PR (Common Open Policy Service for PRovisioning): This was conceived as an approach supporting configuration changes, the Achilles' heel of SNMP. However, it did not succeed as it had a rudimentary information model.
• WBEM(Web Based Enterprise Management): This was the first XML-Web Based approach proposed by DMTF(Distributed Management Task Force)whose target applications were system management for desktop computers. Though it did quite well in that space, it failed in its adaptation for management over the HTTP Protocol.
• NetConf(Network Configuration Protocol): The focus of this protocol was to overcome SNMP's shortcomings for configuration management, namely transaction support and security. It is evolved from Juniper's Junoscript and is used even today in its niche space.
Brief Over view of SNMP
Traditionally, to do Network Management, there is a centralized node (Manager) which polls all the network nodes under its administration. This polling is done as a Remote Invocation, through an RPC(Remote Procedure Call) by sending SNMP commands to SNMP Agents present Figure 2 . Working of SNMP
Brief Overview of Web Services
SOA is popular acronym for Service Oriented Architecture. It is an architectural style, with the goal to achieve loose coupling among interacting software entities. The building blocks of SOA are 'Services'. When these services are deployed on the internet, they are called 'Web Services'. Thus, 'Web Services(WS)' are software applications accessible through a URL [10] . WS Clients who need to execute them, contacts the WS using XML-based protocols such as SOAP(Simple Object Access Protocol) which run over IP-based protocols like HTTP. Clients access a WS through its interface and bindings which are which are defined using an XML-format, called WSDL(Web Services Definition Language).
Management by Delegation Approaches
In MbD (Management by Delegation), the simplest case is for logic to be uploaded to a managed device in order to operate close to its managed objects. 
Brief Overview of Mobile Agents
Code Mobility is achieved by three approaches [25] , namely,:
• Mobile Agents(MA)
• Remote Evaluation(REV)
• Code On Demand (COD)
In the Mobile Agent (MA) paradigm, a Station A, the client, requires access to the resources that reside on a set of stations {B1, B2,…,B j }. In order to complete the service, an MA is initiated on Station A which migrates to the j th server, carrying its code, state, and data. Here the MA executes its tasks to completion and returns the results to Station A further processing.
The REV paradigm assumes that the Station A, in order to run to completion, must access the resources on a Host B. But, instead of migrating an agent to the server, Station A simply transmits the code, the set of instructions to perform an operation, and possible initial data. In REV, the notion of itinerary paths does not exist; intermediate results must be transmitted back to Station A before a decision for the next hop is made. A mobile agent α i with an itinerary path Ii = { N0 ,B ,N0} can describe the REV paradigm.
In the COD paradigm, Host B wants to perform an operation but it does not know how. Thus, it contacts Station A and requests the associated code to be transmitted. While in the MA and REV paradigms, an operation is triggered by an entity external to the host, that is the Station A, in COD, the operation is triggered by the server itself. Station A can be seen as a code repository.
The COD paradigm can be encapsulated in the MA paradigm. For example, agent α i is launched from Station A, carrying minimal functionality, to visit a set B of hosts. Following its itinerary path, an event is triggered at Host Bk. The agent can either record the event and continue its route, or request the necessary code to handle the event.
The lifecycle of a MA includes creation, initialization, migration, monitoring, deletion, communication with other agents and termination. A Mobile Agent System (MAS) must be able to support all the above functionalities. A Mobile Agent is a software process that can autonomously migrate to another host for execution. The autonomy of MA is constrained by an itinerary path. Itinerary agents are assigned a routing schedule of the destination hosts they must visit before they return to their owner. An agent can also create its own itinerary path during execution. An agent can access a set of resources R that reside on a remote host. MAs are able to communicate with other agents that reside on the same host. If an agent resides on a different host, communication is established either by exchanging messages, or by using special purpose agents. The properties of a MA [25] are graphically illustrated in Figure 3 .
MA α is sent for execution to host Bi where it interacts locally with another agent. Following its itinerary path, MA α migrates to host Bj where it exchanges messages with an agent that resides on platform C. Agent α completes its lifecycle by returning to its creation platform. In our framework, 'Net Patrol', we have used the Management by Delegation, Constrained Mobile Code Approach shown in Figure 1 , essentially, the REV paradigm described above, with the itinerary path as Ii = { N0 ,B ,N0} where B is the host visited and N 0 the Manager Node. Step 1.
ARCHITECTURE OF 'NET PATROL': OUR FRAMEWORK
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step As mentioned in the Introduction Section, our research work aims to fill the gap, caused due to paucity of research outcomes where convergence of WSes with MAs and SNMP is used. The inspiration for this name came from a related work done, way back in 1995, by Zapf et al [15] , which they call 'Net Doctor', that uses MA and SNMP to manage networks. In this context, we gave the name 'Net Patrol' to our framework, because, the Mobile Agents 'patrols' / 'tours' the network by migrating to the network nodes scrutinizing its Memory, CPU, Bandwidth Utilizations etc. The network Throughput is watched and prospective congestion segments are tracked and reported by overseeing the Packet Discard Rate at the NIC.
As shown in Figure 4 above, the framework broadly consists of three components namely: a) The Enterprise b) The Manager Node c) The Managed Node
Manager Node
As shown in Figure 5 , the Manager Node of 'Net Patrol' framework has a plethora of components working together. They are:
• A Daemon Process: It brings up the Agent.
• MAEE (Mobile Agent Execution Environment): 'Net Patrol' used Aglets Framework.
• SNMP Agent: 'Net Patrol' uses AdventNet SNMP API.
• MIB (Management Information Base): Maintains state of network parameters of itself.
• Three SOAP Based WS Clients: Vital for Enterprise-Agent SOAP message exchange.
• A Pool of Threads: Made ready to execute the scheduled NM tasks, simultaneously.
• Figure 5 Components of a Manager Node As depicted in Figure 6 , the framework 'Hybrid' where the Sys-Admin has the option to choose either SNMP RPC Client-Server Polling mechanism or decentralized MA based NM. Figure 5 , , the Manager creates a pool MA ready for dispatch. The Sys-Admin is given a GUI, having hybrid controls of using traditional SNMP and MA to do the NM tasks. In 'Net Patrol', we have created three types of MAs, colour-coded as green, orange and purple, doing three Network Management / Monitoring activity, mentioned below:
As depicted in
• Account Monitoring Mobile Agents( ): These MA monitor parameters like Software Processes installed and running at the node, IP and TCP Connection Information etc.
• Performance Monitoring Mobile Agents( ): These MA gathers information at the NIC of the node, calculating the Health Functions. In 'Net Patrol', we have calculated Bandwidth Utilized, Packet Discard Rate and Throughput.
• Root Cause Analysis Mobile Agents( ): This is a set of MA dispatched to a node, only if the above two MA detects a potential problem at the node. The RCA MA is programmed to reside at the node and find out the cause / reason of the potential problem.
The set of library files to manage the network adheres to FCAPS [3] principles, namely Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security. The Agent, acts as a 'glue' [12] , interfacing with the NM Application and with the Enterprise Web Services. It is deployed on the Manager Node of the LAN monitored by the NM application. The Agent configured as a Daemon Process, is automatically started when this node boots up. It also has the Web Service Client components of each of the Enterprise WS, described in Section 3.3. The tasks to be executed are placed in the Work Queue of the Agent, which is implemented as a Thread-Pool Work Queue. This multi-threaded Agent execution ensures that many tasks can be concurrently executed. The Agent is described in detail in our work [12] .
Enterprise
'Net Patrol' uses a Service Oriented Enterprise, with the Web Services deployed on the Internet, thus enabling pervasive monitoring and management of the computer network. As depicted in Figure 7 , the framework has three Web Services, namely a) The first thing the Agent Daemon process at the Manager Node does, when it starts up, is to invoke the Enterprise Registration and Licensing WS, where it registers itself with a Network Monitoring ID, which is unique to the entire enterprise database and has an Encrypted License Key. It is imperative to complete this Registration Process in order to ensure that the Enterprise recognizes it as a valid Agent. Agent validity is determined by checking the application's contract expiry date with the Enterprise. If the contract has expired, the agent brings itself down, making the entire system un-usable, until a valid license is got.
We have designed the Enterprise User Interface so that the same can be deployed on a desktop web browser or a mobile device web browser. This is done, so that the Enterprise User who in this case is the network-admin, can access the backend NM application ubiquitously. To provide a unified view of the NM nodes and servers we provide an interface to the network-admin to schedule the routine NM tasks for the nodes of the LAN he is managing. Some of the typical tasks are Bandwidth Utilization, Throughput, Process Information, Memory Utilization etc.
The Agent constantly polls the Enterprise Task Scheduler Web Service, to check if there are any NM that are assigned to it. The polling interval of the Agent is configurable. If there are such tasks, they are fetched by the Task Scheduler WS and using our WS execution framework these tasks are sent to the Task Scheduler WS Client integrated with the Agent. The results of these tasks are sent back to the Enterprise through the Enterprise Result Reporting Web Service.
Managed Node
As in Figure 8 , the Managed Node of 'Net Patrol' has the following components installed in it: The Account and Performance Monitoring MAs, described in Section 3.2, gather the data at a node and return to the Manager Node at the end of its polling duration. The Software Agent at the Manager Node analyses the data collected, before putting the result objects into the Result Reporting WS Queue. While analyzing, if it senses any potential problem at the node, the Manager Node dispatches the RCA MA to the Managed Node. If the analysis of Account Monitoring information gathered shows that a node is "sluggish", unable to execute the processes in it as expected, the RCA MA is programmed to check the process running table to check the use of 'torrents', audio and video downloads etc. If so, the MA goes ahead and kills those processes. Please refer Figure 9 for the results. Here the threshold for memory utilization is set as 0.1MB. Anything above this value will be killed by the RCA MA (marked in red). This is the default action of 'Net Patrol'.
• Set of library files developed by us to ease manager & managed node communication.
E.g. 2:
If the Packet Discard Rate at a node reveals that large number of packets are being lost, then the RCA MA is programmed to check the reason. It could be that the NIC is unable to accept any more packets due to heavy downloads or could even be that the NIC is faulty.
Thus, in our framework, the allotment and execution of tasks are done asynchronously. The results of the tasks scheduled are not visible by the network-admin immediately and are seen in the subsequent polling cycles of the Agent. This is the design principle we adopted to ensure that the framework is stable, with maximum uptime.
'NET PATROL' FRAMEWORK REALIZATION PHASES
As with any framework that needs to be developed from scratch, the realization of 'Net Patrol' hybrid Network Management System was divided into four phases: Table) is the most frequently used table for gathering the NM parameters. Therefore, the XML Based SOAP Messages to carry this monitoring data was modelled.
d) Testing Phase:
The performance of the backend hybrid NMS application comparing the usage of SNMP RPC-style polling and dispatching of MA was tested. This gave us insight into when to use SNMP and when to use MA. Wireshark was used to analyze the packets and Netbeans Profiler was used to probe into the CPU and Memory utilization at the node being monitored. The result of Testing Phase is detailed in the RESULTS ANALYSIS.
The research outcomes of completing each phase of realizing 'Net Patrol' is published in a series of work [11] [12] [13] [14] by the authors of this paper.
TOOLS USED
SNMP Tools
• Wireshark: This is a cross-platform free and open-source packet analyzer. It uses GTK+ widget toolkit to implement its user interface, and pcap to capture packets. In 'Net Patrol', we have used it for network troubleshooting and packet data analysis.
• MIB Browser: This is an auxiliary application for HostMonitor(NM for small enterprises). In 'NetPatrol', we have used Ver 1.14, downloaded separately. We can view hierarchy of SNMP MIB variables in the form of a tree and provides additional information about each node.
• AdventNet: This is a Java SNMP library that is a comprehensive toolkit for SNMP-based NMS, that needs to track network elements. It facilitates SNMP trap, table views and table handling. In 'Net Patrol', we have used AdventNet SNMP API Edition 4.
• Snmpd: This is a daemon to respond to SNMP request packets. It is an SNMP agent that binds to a port and awaits requests from SNMP management software. Upon receiving a request, it processes the request(s), collects the requested information and/or performs the requested operation(s) and returns the information to the sender.
Mobile Agent Tools
• Aglets Framework: In 'Net Patrol', the MAEE(Mobile Agent Execution Environment) was created using ASDK 2.0.2(Aglets Software Development Kit).
• Tahiti Server: This is an application program that runs an MA Server. Tahiti provides a UI for monitoring, creating, dispatching, and disposing mobile agents as well as setting the access privileges for the agent server. This application works best with Aglets MA.
Development Tools
• Netbeans IDE Ver 6.5: This is an editor supporting a variety of languages like Java, C/C++, Ruby, XML, PHP, JSP etc. We have used it as an IDE with inherent Javadoc support, to develop 'Net Patrol', that is primarily a Java application. We created the XML based WSDLs which was given to the JAX-WS SOAP Based WSes framework.
• Netbeans 6.5 Remote Profiler : This is an application running on the remote system to profile the CPU and memory usage of that system. In 'Net Patrol', we installed the Netbeans Profiler's remote pack on the managed node that needs to be profiled.
• Tomcat Web Server: This is an open source web server from Apache. In 'Net Patrol', we have used Tomcat Version 6.0.20, instead of GlassFish, which is the default implementation for Netbeans 6.5 because it has stability issues.
• Googlechartwrapper: This is an open-source Java Library for Google Charts API. It acts as a 'wrapper', that is, creates the URL request for the precise Google Charts API, at the same time hiding the details of the required URL parameters.
• JFreechart 1.0.9: This is an open-source Java chart library. In 'Net Patrol', we used this to create off-line charts(without connecting to internet).
Design Tools
• MySQL Workbench 5.2: This is a visual tool which we used for data modelling.
• Star UML 5.0: An Open-source UML Modelling tool for the Windows platform.
• Umbrello2.0 UML Modeler: UML Modelling tool for the Linux KDE platform(KDE 4.0.0.).
In 'Net Patrol', we used it because interaction diagrams were not available in Star UML.
Database Tools
• MySQL: This is a RDBMS (Relational Data Base Management System) that runs as a server providing multi-user access to number of databases.
• phpMyAdmin: This is an open source tool written in PHP which handles the administration of MySQL. In 'Net Patrol', we have used it to perform various tasks such as table manipulations as well as executing SQL statements and managing users and permissions.
Testing Platform
We have tested 'Net Patrol' in 10/100 Mbps Ethernet network, on, 
EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED
Modus Operandi of 'Net Patrol'
The focus of our 'Net Patrol' Hybrid NM Framework is to examine the impact of combining the traditional Client-Server SNMP approach with that of the Remote Programming approach of using autonomous intelligent mobile agents to effectively manage distributed networks.
As shown in Figure 6 above, the sys-admin is given a GUI to choose between two modes of execution, namely,
• Using SNMP, we do network account and performance monitoring on a continuous basis.
The managing node polls all nodes under its purview periodically. This poll RPC call returns raw values to the manager, which has to now, process this data to meaningful information.
• Using MAs, we do performance monitoring of the network on an on-demand basis. The manager creates the MAs and keeps them ready for dispatch in an MA pool. The sys-admin dispatches Aglets [21] either to a particular machine or broadcasts to all managed nodes, where the MA creates an SNMP session through AdventNet [22] , to talk to the snmpd, which in turn fetches the information from the MIB. This is shown in Figure 10 below. .
MA Dispatched
MA w ith Results
MA Dispatched
MA with Results
MA(Mobile Agents):
Aglets 
Network Health Function Calculation
Network Health is a concept used in network management to indicate the robustness of a network operation. Some of the most popular functions to determine Network Health are
An aggregation of variables is required to calculate the Health Function, which is a cumulative factor, indicating the state or efficiency of a managed node.
In 'Net Patrol', we used Throughput and Bandwidth Utilization Health Functions. In Formula 1 and Formula 2 above, ifSpeed, ifInOctects and ifOutOctects of the interfaces group in MIB are used to compute the percentage utilization at an interface over a time interval. Here, ifSpeed is the bandwidth of the interface, ifInOctects x is the bytes received at time x and ifOutOctects x is the bytes sent at time x and (y-x) is the polling interval.
Formula 1 : Bandwidth Utilization Health Function
Formula 2: Calculation of Throughput
Configuring the Network Element
With this experiment, we attempt to take care of the 'C' part of FCAPS Network Management, namely, Configuration.
It is essential to have snmpd running at the managed nodes for our framework to work. Therefore, we configure the managed nodes that do not have it, using Aglets [21] . In 'Net Patrol' we use a novel strategy called 'Do 'n' Die'. As depicted in Figure 11 , the Aglets used are intelligent agents which first checks the availability of the SNMP agent at the managed node. If not present, they attempt to configure dynamically. Once they 'Do' what they are programmed to do, they 'Die', that is they dispose themselves at the managed node.
The steps for configuration are depicted in Figure 12 . Firstly, 'Auto-Discovery' of the nodes managed is done by an ICMP broadcast. Then, the Aglets are dispatched to these nodes. The Aglets checks whether snmpd is already installed, but for some reason is not running. If so, it attempts to start it. If it fails to start, it will assume that the snmpd is corrupted and dynamically downloads it from the Internet to install in the default path /etc/snmp. It will then edit the snmpd.conf file to make the RO Community for snmpd 'Public'. This is done in order to ensure that the communication paradigm is set between the manager and its nodes. 
ifSpeed is the bandwidth of the interface ifOutOctects is the bytes sent at time x and y ifInOctects is the bytes received at time x and y (y-x) is the polling interval.
Th
Th Th Th(t) (t) (t) (t) = ((ifOutOctects/60 + ifInOctects/60) x 8 x 100 2 2 2 2) ) ) ) 60 x ifSpeed ifSpeed: Bandwidth of the interface; ifOutOctects: The bytes sent; ifInOctects: The bytes received
RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Here, the Aglets [21] collect and process the data, locally at the managed nodes. Only the calculated values are returned to the manager. Thus, the MAs remove processing load at the manager. In the same context, if conventional SNMP is used, the manager needs to send a getrequest for ifInOctects and ifOutOctects at time x and repeat the same for time y and calculate the HF cumulative value. When we have to monitor a large number of machines, this is a huge processing overhead at the manager node.
In 'Net Patrol' framework, we give the flexibility of choosing between SNMP and MA to the sys-admin. Nevertheless, we give him a few recommendations as to when to stick to using SNMP and when to use MA, so he can exploit the full potential of the hybrid nature of this framework imbibing both the strategies.
Response Time
The and 80. parameters (OIDs). The timestamps are calculated using JDK 1.6 System.currentTimemillis ().
Fig. 13. Comparison in Response Time (Milli Seconds) between Mobile Agents and Aglets
In Figure 13 , we see that SNMP wins hand-down with respect to response time, because the Aglets require time to migrate to the managed nodes. On an average, it takes 200 milliseconds, while SNMP uses RPC to communicate remotely with the managed nodes, making the response time almost instantaneous.
Size of Data
Next, we used SNMP and MAs to calculate the cumulative value of the Health Funtion described in Section 5.2. Table 1 , shows the amount of data transferred to and from the managed node, for which we monitor the values of ifInOctects and ifOutOctects at the NIC. We kept the Polling Duration constant for one set of values, changing the Polling Interval. The Polling Duration is the total duration during which we monitor the managed node while PI (Polling Interval) is the interval of time the MA interacts with the node's snmpd.
The experiment was conducted for a Total Duration of 1 hour and 2 hours. The number of parameters (MIB Objects) polled was kept constant as 80. We give below, the interpretation, for a sample set of values, which is the first row of the table below, Table 1 .
• Polling Duration = 1 hour • Polling Interval = 10 minutes • Therefore, total number of polls made by the SNMP manager to the managing node = 6
Number of Parameters
• Number of remote requests from manager to managed node for SNMP using RPC = 12
• Number of RPC replies for SNMP Poll request from manager to managing node = 12
• Migration time for mobile agents to remote managed nodes = 200 ms(average)
• Number of RPC polls(request/reply) made by manager to managing node using MA = 0 • Number of local polls made by the mobile agent at the managed node = 6 We represent the values of Table 1 graphically, in Figure 14 below using JFreeChart. From Table 1 and Figure 14 , we observe that the amount of data transferred for MA remains almost constant, for fast and slow polling intervals. In contrast, when the Polling Interval is less, i.e the number of polls is more, the amount of data transferred for conventional SNMP is more. This is because, in SNMP, we make many RPC calls during the Polling Duration to fetch the data remotely. In SNMPv1, to fetch each parameter, we need to make a get-request with its OID. Even if we use get-bulk of SNMPv2C, the size of the SNMP PDU may exceed beyond the threshold value of 64 KB which is usually set for a 10/100 Mbps Ethernet LAN.
Thus, in this case, the MA wins! This is because the MA calculates the cumulative value of the HF from the data it gathers locally from the SNMP agent at the managed node. This means, the mobile agent does not return with the raw data, but spends time at the managed node to locally process and calculate this raw data into meaningful HF value. In addition, there is only one mobile agent sent to the managed node, for every Polling Duration, which returns to the manager, with the calculated value of the HF after the Polling Duration. Though a very impressive strategy, this method suffers from the disadvantage that it has the potential to increase resource utilization at the managed node, with the Daemon Agents residing in the nodes. The architecture uses too many software agents, some mobile, some stationary. It becomes difficult to monitor and manage these agents, leading to the possibility of Agent-minions (malicious code).
RELATED WORK
Methodology: Using MA (Mobile Agents) in Network Management
Gavalas et al(2000)
Focused on the known problem of centralized NMS having scalability limitations to transfer bulk NM data. This work also focused on improving network performance management. Proved through experimental results two MA migration strategies that can be effectively used to gather bulk NM data. a)Get 'n'Go Strategy: The MA collects the data from the managed node and migrates to the next node, in a sequential manner. b) Go 'n' Stay Strategy: This approach used resident MA to stay at the managed node permanently. They return the calculated HF data to the manager node either at pre-defined intervals or when requested.
The Get 'n' Go Strategy, though innovative, is still a sequential approach. This causes considerable roundtrip delay to get the complete network health information. All the MA migration strategies have the same priority. Timecritical network analysis is impossible to achieve in this framework.
George
Published two research First work which compares Further research has proved Though it avoids the earlier demand of a JVM at every managed node in Java-based implementations that provided agent interoperability, it does not clarify the MA migration strategies that needs to be used for effective NMS.
Vipin Arora et al(2007)
Focused on the problems: a)how to provide Customizable Health Functions and SNMP 
Discussion
In 2002, Torsten Klie et al, used IETF Script MIB to do Configuration Management. Management Scripts were used to delegate the NM logic to the managed nodes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only parallel effort which we have found where the managed node downloads code / script from the manager to do NM functions, similar to what happens in the case of MA. Script MIB soon became obsolete due to inter-operability issues, making MA a predominant technology where superb synergy could be achieved by adopting a hybrid approach of using both SNMP and MA Based NMS. A year later, in 2003, the emergence of XML Based NMS and later WSes for NMS derailed the importance and spotlight given to MA Based NMS. As mentioned earlier, through this paper, we hope to bring back that focus and trigger exploring the possibility of developing sturdy NMS frameworks, similar to 'Net Patrol', which blend together to create a hybrid Web Services Based NMS with both SNMP and MA. 
Methodology: Web Services Based Network Management
Discussion
As is evident in Table 3 above, a lot of papers have been published on the use and performance of WS based management. A vast majority of this work focuses on the use of a gateway between WS and SNMP. The gateway aims to make the conversion from a WS originated XML Request to pure SNMP Request and the associated Responses back. In our work, we focused on implementing Web Services Based Network Management without the use of a gateway.
CONCLUSIONS
First, we confirm that the principle 'MbD' (Management by Delegation) [23] is here to stay with mobile agents ruling the roost. Secondly, in our work, the focal point was to give a prototype implementation, tested on real networks, allowing us to do network management by a seamless integration of traditional SNMP and Intelligent Mobile Agents. Thirdly, we have given a bunch of useful tips to the system administrator, when to choose between SNMP and Aglet strategies. We have also demonstrated how Remote Programming can be used to build intelligent, autonomous mobile agents, by successfully testing our Do 'n' Die strategy [11] for dynamically configuring SNMP Agent on a managed node.
We have reinstated the fact that Mobile Agents are autonomous and capable of taking intelligent decisions. The major advantage of this is that Sys-Admin need not be physically present, all the time, within the premises of the LAN that he is administering. Periodic as well as On-Demand Network Patrolling Reports can be given to him. If the Software Agents deployed by the Manager takes any autonomous action to counter any untoward incident that hampers the seamless functioning of the network, the same is reported to the Sys-Admin. The manual interventions by the Sys-Admin, to handle routine network issues are avoided, due to the use of these intelligent software agents that 'Patrol' the network elements.
The spotlight of our work was to demonstrate the research outcomes of using an approach for Network Management combining two distributed computing paradigms, namely, Web Services and Mobile Agents. But, we did not want to bring in a totally new approach, replacing the tried and tested SNMP, a stable, sturdy, simple Network Management Protocol prevalent for more than two decades. In our hybrid 'Net Patrol' NMS framework, we have adhered to the wise old thought process that the charm of novelty should not obliterate the fact that it is unwise to change a working solution! Therefore, we employed a convergence of three techniques for Network Management, namely, SNMP, Mobile Agents as well as Web Services.
FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the first implementation of our 'Net Patrol' Framework. Here, we have focused on the Fault, Configuration, Accounting and Performance aspects of FCAPS [14] , and have missed out on the Security facet, which we plan to address next. We also hope to employ advanced techniques like SNMP Table Filtering and explore the use of customized HF (Health Functions). We plan to do a comparative study of the difference in the usage of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) with ATP (Aglet Transfer Protocol).We hope to explore other areas of management where Mobile Agents can be used like Network Tomography. In fact, relevant research work is expected to continue ad infinitum as different networking environments emerge with new management needs, providing fertile soil for applying new problem solving techniques. There always seems to exist a permanent quest for the all encompassing next generation management technology, much like the proverbial 'holy grail'!
